
Liquid Auger
Drain Opener with Bi-Phase Action

Appearance and odor........................ Liquid, colorless, dark pink with acidic almost odorless sulfur.

Specific Gravity.................................. N/A

VOC................................................... N/A

Net Wt............................................... Pint

Omega Industrial Supply, Inc.
Fairfield, CA  94534

1-800-571-7347   www.onlyomega.com   Fax: 707-864-8134 

Areas of Use:
*Cities and Counties

*Apartment complexes

*Housing authorities

*Building maintenance

*Plumbers
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LIQUID AUGER is a fast working, industrial bi-phase

drain opener that works without harming pipes or fixtures.

It features an inhibited virgin acid that is safer to handle

than conventional acidic drain openers, combined with a

grease eliminator that also acts as an odor masking

agent. LIQUID AUGER will unclog even the toughest

blockages saving you the excessive cost of having a

plumber come out to your property. If you are a plumber,

this product will be your first choice to use! The handy

single use pint containers are designed for added safety

and convenience. LIQUID AUGER is safe on all types of

plumbing including copper, PVC, galvanized, zinc, and

brass.

DIRECTIONS EXACTLY. DO NOT use drain opener in or

on aluminum, chrome, stainless steel,  berglass, lead

pipes or non-acid-resistant enamel. Clean spills or drips

immediately. Always close connecting drains when using

drain opener. Avoid backups. Do not use plunger. Place

a bucket or other large, deep container under drain

before use. This product is inhibited against attacking

most metals. Old piping systems may be porous and

have defects that are sealed with accumulated organic

matter. This product may expose these defects by attack-

ing organic matter, as intended, and cause leaks.

REMOVE standing water and temper  fixture with hot

water before applying drain opener. Incorrect use may

crack toilet. After tempering, slowly pour small quantity directly into drain opening. Do not inhale fumes. If no "bubbling"

occurs, add balance of dosage. USAGE AMOUNTS: • Small drains, traps, waste lines, toilets and urinals:... 1/2 pint. •

3 to 4 inch lines:... 1 quart. • 6 to 8 inch lines: ... 1/2 gallon (allow additional standing time). After 15 minutes standing

time, slowly add 1 quart of cold water into drain opening and wait another 5 minutes. If line is clear, flush throughly with

more cold water.  Do not allow water to splash.  Recommended dosage will open most lines, but if blockage persists,

repeat dosage.  Use as directed, drain opener will not harm drainage systems.


